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I1 am A mouth
by george hunt

I1 am a mouth I1 work under the direction that time you should have felt a puff otof air
of a brain belonging to a samoan I1 am a on your hand twice one for each p you
lucky mouth because my brain has taught made as you said the word now lets try to
me how to speak english and although some see the difference hold a piece of paper in
of the sounds were hard for me to make at front of your mouth just like you did with
first my brain made me practice until I1 your hand now when you say paper you
could make the sounds it wanted me to can see the paper move with your breath if
make without too many mistakes on my you are saying it correctly
part you will have to practice saying words

are you a samoan I1 hope you realize just with b in them to get the sound right it is
how hard your brain has to work when you not hard to make but you must think
speak english your mouth has a hard time carefully before you say it so that you do
too you know because some of the sounds not confuse it with a p

the lip position is the same butgeorge hunt who graduated from penegapesega
vocal chords vibrate when bhigh school in western samoa is a 1970 your you say

BATESL graduate at the church college of here is a sentence for you to try peter
hawaii he has taught both samoan and ppickedickedicken some peas and beans and put them inenglish classes in the peace corps training
prprogramram in the LIDSLDS missionary language a bucketoramproprogram and at kahukukahuhu high school if you put your fingers in your ears and

say the sentence again you will be able to
it has to make it has never needed to make hear a humming noise and feel the vibration
before in samoa lets try this for example as you say the words with b in them likemy brother put a big pig in the truck beans and bucketyour brain had to work very hard to keep
your mouth from saying my bradder pud a d and t
pick bick in da trug samoan mouths 0iyou can try this same test as you
usually dont have to make a few of those

practice saying words with d in samoan
sounds and so they either cant make them you are used to using t without a puff
at all or they make them in the wrong becauseof air so when speaking english
places you find the tst s easy to say sometimes

I1 understand some of the problems your your mouth gets lazy and wants to say a t
samoan mouth has because I1 had a few of all the time instead of putting in the d s
them myself so why not let me help you where they are supposed to go when you say
well try those psp s and bsb s again the ddj your mouth does almost exactly the
difficulty here is that in samoan we have same thing as when saying t there is only
only one sound to make p but in english one difference the vocal chords vibrate and
there are two soundspsoundsoundsspp and b I1 dont make the humming sensation again when
really blame mouth for not wanting toyour you say d correctly practice saying words
work overtime on two new ones first you like trot and trod tread and
have to decide which one you need then dread down and town
you have to concentrate on saying it say donald took a trip downtown
correctly so that they dont sound the same try to remember not to use a samoan t
A lot of unnecessary bother you say for both the english t and d
perhaps but thats english

we could try this first holdyourhandholdhoid your hand k and t
a little way from your mouth and say

palusami your hand didnt feel anything there is no k in the samoan alphabet
did it because there was no little breath of but it is easy for you to say because you
air when you said the p say paper often exchange it for the t in samoan
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when speaking with your friends thus you mouths find hard to make or else make in
often say kama and keinekernekemmekelne instead of the wrong places these aie sounds which

tama and teine this makes it easy for will make a big difference in the way you
you when you say english words likeekeilke cake speak english and which make it easier for
or candle but once again you must be people to understand you
careful not to use this sound instead of the practice often
voiced sound in english in words likeg you will need to practice often talk to

garden and game your friends in english read aloud think
g and k carefully about what you are saying and

what you really want to say you may need
inm samoan the written ggj is really an to produce each sound slowly at first to get

n sound like you would find in the words these sounds correctly then try them
singing ringing swinging etc the rapidly in english sentences dont develop

nearest sound to the english g then is the bad habits by making the wrong sounds just
k and because this is easy for you your because they are the easy sounds which you

mouth often does not bother with the new are used to
sound g instead it says came when you there is a lot of work ahead for you and
mean game or crab instead of grab your mouth but you can both learn totry this gilbert caught a cold after going speak these english sounds correctly if you
to the game try I1 know because I1 am a mouth and I1 am

with your fingers in your ears again you a samoan and I1 have learned them
can easily tell the difference between

came and game come and gum
could and good curl and girl

there is a big difference in the meaning of
these words so try to make a difference in
the sound of the words by practicing to say
your g s and k s clearly

d I1 andandwanawth
there is one last sound which seems

hard for mouths to remember unlike some
other foreign speaking people we samoan
mouths can say church and chicken
easily enough but our tongues get lazy when
it comes to saying this that these
and those here is one time that we say
d and it is the wrong time we should say

instead th a funny sound which is made
by putting the tongue between the teeth
people who study these things call this
sound an interdental fricative which is
either voiced or voiceless you neednt
worry about that however just keep the
samoan t and the d out of them
thethelthes these then and words like

them
A different sound is made in words like

thin and think and thong these are
the th sounds which are called voiceless
and you can tell that when you put your
finger in your ears again and listen to the
difference between feather and thus
and thick and thin

we have talked about seven
different sounds sounds which samoan




